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We consider a nonlinear differential game of evasion and discuss a condition under which . 
for every initial state of the game there can be constructed a strategy of evasion, that is, a 
strategy which ensures that the trajectory of the game remains all the time outside a fixed 
terminal subspace. The sufficient condition fo r evasion given here is a generalization of the 
condition from (2] . 

• 
1. Introduction 

We consider the differential game of evasion given by an equation 

i=P0 (z) + f(z , u, v), z ER", u E UcRP, v E VcRq (1.1) 

a control set U for the pursuer, a control set V for the evader and a linear sub
space M of R". Assume that codiom M?;:;2, the sets U, V are compact and the right
-hand side P (z, u, v)= P0 (z) + f(z, u, v) of the equation satisfies the following 
conditions: 

(a) P (z, u, v) is a continuous function on R" x Ux V, 
(b) there exist constants A , B such that 

/z·P(z, u, v) / ~A /z /2 + B for all u E U, v E V, z ERn, 

(c) for every r>O there exists a constant C, such that if JzJ~r, /z/~r then: 

/P(z, u, v) - P(z, u, v)/ ~ C, /z - z/ for all u E U, v E V. 

The conditions (a)-( c) imply that for any measurable functions u (t), v (t) 
taking values in U and V, respectively, and for any initial condition z0 E R" there 
exists for t E [0, + oo) a unique solution of the problem: 

{ 

i(t)=P(z(t), u(t), v(t)). 

z (O) = z0 

(1.2) 
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The aim of the evader is to avoid the subspace M; that is, to ensure that z (t) f/; M 
for t E [0, +oo) whenever z0 f/; M. We assume, forllowing for example [1, 2], that 
at any instant o( the time the evader does not know the future behaviour of the 
opposer and knows its past and present behaviour. More precisely, we use the 
following concept of strategy for the evader. A mapping v" (z0 ; t) which for a fixed 
initial condition z0 assigns to each purseur's control function u (t) , u (t) E U, t E 

E [0, + oo) an evader's control function v (t)=v" (z0, t), v (t) E V, t E [0, + oo) is 
called as strategy if for any two control functions u1 (t), u2 (t) and any T > O the 
equality u1 (t) = u2 (t) a.e. in [0, T] implies that v"' (z0 , t)= v" 2 (z0 , t) a.e. in [0, T]. 
We can say now that the aim of the evader in to find ·a strategy v" (z0 , t) defined for 
all z0 f/; M such that any corresponding trajectory satisfies z (t) f/; M for t E [0, +oo). 

We formulate a condition under which a strategy of evasion exists and state 
a theorem of evasion. The condition which we call condition (F) when applied to 
the linear game coincides with the condition given in [2] by R. V. Gamkrelidze 
and K. L. Kcharatishvili although we formulate it in a different way. Then we 
discuss condition (F). We give its equivalent form in Proposition ~.1, compare with 
the condition from [2] and give an example for which condition (F) holds. In the 
next paper we shall prove the theorem of evasion. Our construction of an evasion 
strategy much differs than that in [2]. Moreover, we construct a strategy of evasion 
while in [2] only the existence of a relaxed strategy is shown, where the evader 

r 

chooses at any moment t a collection (p,1 (t), ... , f-lr (t), v1 (t), ... , vr (t)), .2; {l; (t)= 
=1 , p,;?;;;O, V; (t) E V, i=1, .. . , r, instead a point v (t) E V. i=l 

2. The sufficient condition of evasion 

In this section we formulate a condition under which an evasion strategy exists 
and state an evasion theorem. 

We assume further that the mapping P0 (z) is continuously differentiable as 
many times as it will be differentiated. Let DP0 (z) denotes the differential of P0 (z) 
at a point z. DP0 ·P0 is again a mapping from R" into Rn whereDP0 ·P0 (z)=DP0 (z) X 

XP0 (z) and we can take its differential D (DP0 ·P0 ) (z). Denote · 

C0 (z)=l, C1 (z) = DP0 (z) and inductively Ck(z)=D(Ck_ 1 (z)·P0 (i)) 

where I is the identity matrix. 

Integrating p-times by parts the integral form of the equation (1.2) we obtain 
the following formula: 

tp-1 (t-•Y 
z(t)=sv(t; z0 )+ J}; C;(z(r))f(z(r), u(r)v(r)) -.-

1 
dr+R(tr>+ 1

) (2.1) 
l. 

0 i=O 

fP 

where Sv (t; z 0 )=z0 +P0 (z0 ) t+ ... +Cp:.. 1 (z0 )P0 (z0 ) 1 is a polynomial in t of degree 
at most p and the rest is of the form p · 
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. r ~-iY ' 
R(tP+l)= J Cv(z(r)) (P0 (z(~)) +f(z(r), u(r),v.(r)))p-! dr 

0 , 

The conditions (a)-( c) imply that for every r.> O, T > O there exists a ball K (0, h,, r) 
around the origin of radius h,,T such that if z0 is from the ball K (0, r) of radius r 
around the origin then for every trajectory z (t) of the equation (1.2) z (t) e 
f/: K(O,h,,r) forte [0, T] . Therefore there exists a constant N,,r such that for any 
z0 e K (0, r) and any control functions u (t), v (t) the following inequality holds: 

/R(tP+ 1)J~N,rtP+ 1 for te[O,T]. (2.2) 
- -

In which follows R (t 111
) will always denote a term such that JR (tm)jt'11

/ is bounded 
uniformly with respect to all variables on which it may, depend. 

Take a point z.;, eM an integer p and a k-dimensional subspace L orthogonal 
to M . Denote 

Fv_ 1 (t, z, u, v)= f(z, u, v)+ C1 (z) f(z, u, v) t+ ... + Cv_ 1 (z)f(z, u, v) tv- 1 . 

Take a linear mapping nL of the form nL = APL where PL is the orthogonal 
projection of Rn onto L , A is an isometric mapping of R" which maps L onto Rk= 
= {x E R" Jxk+ 1 = ... = x 11 = 0} . We shall consider nL Fv_ 1 (t, z, u, v) for z from a neigh
boorhood r1llz of z and small t. At first recall some facts concerning analytical 

* matrix-functions (see [1] also [2]). 

Let H (t) be a function defined for t from a neighbourhood of zero whose values 
are k x k-matrices. Assume that H (t) is analytical and such that the matrices H (t) 
are non-singular for positive t. Then H (t) may be written in the following form: 

H(t) =A (t) • B(t) (2.3) 

where /1 , . • . , lk are integers, O~l1 ~l2 ~ •• • ~lk which depend only on the function 
H (t) and are called indices of the function H (t), the matrix functions A (t), B (t) 
are analytical and such that det A (0)~0, det B (0)~0. The latter implies that the 
functions A -l (t), B- 1 (t) are analytical in a neighbourhood of zero, therefore for 
any m?:-lk the function t'11 H- 1 (t) is analytical in a neighbourhood of zero. 

Consider for z in a neighbourhood OZtz* of z.;, and t in some interval [0, T] the 
following representations of the mappings nL Fv_ 1 (t, z, u, v),p=l , 2, ... : · 

nL Fv_ 1 (t, z, u, v)= H(t) (!flo(z, u, v)+. .. + lflv- 1 (z 1-t, v) fP- 1) + 
p-1 p-1 

+ }; rx1 (z, u, v) t' + }; P1 t 1 + R (tP) for t E [0, T], z E r1llz*,u e U, v E V. (2.4) 
1=0 i=O 
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where: (r) H(t) is a k x k-matrix-function analytical in a neighbourhood of zero 
which contains the interval [0; T], non-singular for t E [0, T] and such that all 
indices of H (t) are at most p - 1; the functions If/; (z, u, v), If/; (z, u, v) E Rk, i = 
=O, ... ,p-1 , are continuous; fJ,ERk,i=O, ... ,p-1, are constant vectors; R(tP)= 
=R (t, z, u, v) is such that IR (tP)jtPI is bounded uniformly with respect to all variables, 
the functions IX; (z, u, v), rx 1 (z, u, v) E Rk, i = O, ... , p - 1, satisfy for some constant D 

the following estimation: 

lrx1(z, U, v)i:(DpP- i (z, M) for Z E Ol/z*' U E U, V E V. (2.5) 

We can formulate now the, condition of evasion (F): 

(F) For every point z.:, EM there exist a compact neighbourhood 0/lz* of z~, , 

a two-dimensional subspace L = L (z~J of Rn orthogonal to M an integer p = p (z~,) 
and T=T(z~,), T > O such that the mapping nL Fp_ 1 (t, z, u, v) has a representation: 

nL Fp- 1 (t, z, u, v) =H(t) (lflo (z, u, v) +lf/1 (z, u, v) t+ ... ..f-
p-1 p-1 

+lf/p- 1 (z, u, v) fP -
1

) + '}; IX; (z, u, v) t1 + ,2; {31 t 1+ R (tP) 
i = O i =O 

which satisfies (r) and such that 
(i) the set n CO lf/o (z~, , u, V) contains an interior point with respect to R 2 • 

U E U 

Under the condition (F) a strategy of evasion can be constructed. The following 
theorem holds: 

THEOREM 2.1. If for the game (1.1) the condition (F) is satisfied then there exist 
closed sets W , W v a strategy of evasion v" (z0 ; t) defined for all z0 rf= M , t E [0, +=) 
and positive functions T(C;), c; E (0, + oo), T(c;) < l and y (c;1 , c;2 ) , c; 1 , c; 2 E (0, + oo) 
such that M cint W1 cint Wand any trajectory z (t) corresponding to the strategy 
v" (z0 ; t) satisfies: 

if z0 E W then p (z (t), M)~ y (p (z0 , M), lzol) for 
tE[O,T(Iz0 1)] and z(T(Izo l))rf= W, 

if for some t 1 z (t 1)rf= W, then z (t)rf= W1 for all t~t1 , 

1 if z (t1) E W then for some t2 E [t 1 , t1 + T ( lz (t 1)1)], z (t2) i W. 

Conditions of evasion of such type as the condition (F) and a division of the 
right-hand side into a sum P (z, u, v)=P0 (z)+ f(z, u, v) appear in a natural way 

·when one considers the game of evasion between two objects x, y in R"' whose motions 
are described by equations of different orders. Take m=2 and consider two objects 
a pursuer x = (x 1 , x 2 ) and an evader y=(y1 , y2 ) : 

{ 
x<J'1> =F1 (x, u) 

X~2> =F2 (x, u), u E U { 

y~q1) = G1 (y, v) 

y~2l =G2 (y, v), v E V 
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Assume that p 1 ~p2 , q1 ~q2 • Consider the corresponding game in R• where 

s=p1 + Pz+q1 +qz: 

i=P0 (z)+ f(z, u, v) where 

f(z, u, v)=(O, ... , 0, F 1 (z, u), 0, ... , -o, F 2 (z, u), 0, ... , 0, 

G1 (z,p), 0, ... , 0, G2 (z, v). 

Computing nL C, (z) f(z, u, v), r= O, ... , p 2 where L=Ml_ one can check that 

the condition (F) takes after extracting H(t)=\ ~
1

-
1

: ~q,- 1 1 the following forms 

depending on the orders p 1 , p2 , q 1 , q2 . In the case when q1 <p1 , q2 < p 2 it takes form: 
for every yE R 2 int coG (y, V);e0 where 

G(y, v) = (G1 (y, v), G2 (y, v)); 

in the case when q1 < p 1 , q2 =Pz: 
for every y 10: R 2 there exists w0 E R 2 such that w0 + F(y, U)cint co G (y, V) 

where F(y, u)=(O, F2 (y, u)); and in the case q1 = p 1 , q2 =p2 it takes form: 
for every yE R 2 there exists w0 such that 

w0 + F(y, U)cint co G(y, V) where F(y, u)= (F1 (y, u), F2 (y, u)). 

The condition (F) is of a rather complicated form. There naturally arises the 
question of having some criterion which allows for a given mapping nFP_ 1 (t, z, u, v) 
to conclude wheather or not it has a representation of the form (2.4) that satisfies 
(r) and (i). We give certain sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of 
such representation in the following Proposition 2.1. p- 1 

Consider a mapping G (t, z, u, v) of the form G (t, z, u, v)= 2; q; (z, u, v) t 1 

i=O 

where t E [0, T], g; (z, u, v), i=O, ... , p - 1, are continuous functions defined for 
z E O?tz*' u E U, v E V, taking values in R 2

• Having chosen some basis in R 2 we shall 

denote for any function g (z, u, v ), g (z, u, v) E R 2 , by \g: ((z, u, v )) I or for simplicity 

I I 
g Z, U, V 

by !: its components. 

• 
Proposition 2.1. There exists a representation of the mapping G (t, z, u, v) of the form 

p-1 p-1 p-1 

G(t, z, u, v) =H(t) ~ If/; (z, u, v) t1+ }; cx.;(z, u, v) ti + _}; /]1 t1 + R(tP) (2.6) 
1=0 i=O i=O 
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satisfying (r) and (i) iff there exists a basis in R 2 such that for some integers /, m, 0:(; 
:(;[:(;p - 1, O:(;m :(;p - / - 1, and some numbers a1 , .,.,am the mapping G (t, z, u, v). 

takes the following form: 

p-1-l p-1 p- 1 
G(t, z,u,v)= t1

}; f 1 (z,u,v)t1+ };!X.Jz,u,v)t1+ 2 [J1 t1 (2.7) 
i=O i = O i=O 

where/; (z,u,v) , i= O, ... ,p - 1-/, are continuous functions such thatf~=O,f?=aJ~ + 

+a1 _ 1 / 1
1 +. .. + a 1 .f;':.. 1 for i=l, .. . , m- 1, !,?;= f':· +amf~+ ... +a1fn~- 1 , !X.; (z, u, v), 

. fJ · 0 1 · · · d · ( ) d ( ) ~~~ (z, u, v) I · fi (') 
1, l= , ... , p - are as It IS reqmre m r an lflo z, u, v = /':- (z, u, v) sat1s es 1 . 

Proof. We prove the necessity first . We can assume that !X.; (z, u, v)= O, fJ1= 0, 
p-1 p - l 

otherwise we consider G (t, z, u, v)= G (t , z, u, v) - }; !X.; (z, u, v) t1
- }; {J1 t1

• Thus 
we have: i=O i=O 

p-1 

G (t, z, u, v) =H(t) 2 1{11 (z, u, v) + R (tP). 
i = O 

Denote the indices of H (t) by /, l+ m. Then for any basis in R 2 we have 

l

tl o I H(t)=A(t) o: tl +m B(t) 

00 . oo 

for some analytical, non-singular matrix-functions A (t)=}; A 1 t1
, B (t)= 2 B, t1

• 

1=0 i=O 

Choose such a basis that A -l (t) which is also analytical is of the form: A - 1 (t)= 
=I+ C1 t+ C2 t 2 + .... Next notice that we can assume that B(t) = l otherwise 

I 

we replace 1{11 (z, u, v) by l(J1 (z, u, v)= 2 Bi lflt-i (z, u, v), i= O, ... , p - l , which have 
j = O 

the same properties, that is, they are continuous and l{!0 satisfies (i) since B0 is non-
-singuler. We have then :-

(/+ 
1
J;L C1 t

1
) 

1
'% g1 (z, u, v) t1 =t1 1 ~: ~~ ~ 

1

'% ljJ;(z, u, v) t1
+R(tP). (2.8) 

Clearly g1= 0 for i= O, .. . , /-1. Assume for simplicity that 1= 0. Denote by c; 
the second row of the matrix C1, i= 1, ... , p - 1. Let s1, w1 be such that ct= ( -- su - w1) 

for i= 1, ... ,p - 1. The equality (2.8) gives that: 

g;=s1 gf-1 + sz gL 2 + .. . + st g~+ w1 gt-1 + ... + wt-1 gi , 
• i= l , ... , m - 1, 

g;,= lfl~+sl g,~-l + ... + sm g~+w1 g,;,_ 1 + ... + wm-1 gf. (2.9) 
Denote 

(2.10) 
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From (2.9) and (2.10) we obtain by an induction argument that: 

g~=O 

2 _ 1 1 1 . + + 1 '-1 1 g; - a1gt-1Tazgt-z ·· · a;go,l - , ... ,m-

Therefore (2.7) holds for/; (z, u, v)= g1 (z, u, v), i= O, ... ,p-l,f'" (z, u, v)= 
= IJI~ (z, u, v), e~. 1 (z, u, v)=O, /]1=0, i= O, ... , p - 1. 

In order to prove sufficiency assume (2.7) and define: 

Then: 

where 

I I 
m 

C0 =I, Cr= O, 
0 

fori= 1, ... , m, C(t)= ~ C1 t1• 
-ar, _ 01 LJ 

i=O 

p-l-1 p - l - 1 

C(t)·t1 }; fJz, u, v) t1=t1 }; {l;(z, u, v) t1+R(tP) 
1=0 i=O 

- lfi l ..: 1!/1 . - ,!~, !J;o= 
0 

, !f;;= 
0 

, z=O, .. . , m-1, !J;m= f* 

{!;= If!;: f 
1 

r I i =m+ l , ... ,p-l-1 , 
1- "'-' aJ Ji-J 

j=1 

Therefore (2.7) gives that 

G (t, z, u, v) =C- 1 (t) I~: ~+m ~ 1~
1 

IJI;{Z, u, ,v) t1 + R (tP) + 
p-1 p -1 

+}; e~.;(z, u,v) t1+}; /]1 t 1 

l=O i=O 

11 

where lf/o (z, u, v)=l
1
f{/(z, u, v)) I; that is G (t, z, u, v) is of the form (2.6) if we put 

' z, u,v 

H(t)=C-
1 

(t) I ~:' t~+m I· 
Following [2] we might take in the condition (F) a k-dimensional subspace 

L (z.:J, k~2, and consider representations of the mapping nz Fv_ 1 (t, z, u, v) of 
the form (2.4) such that (i),holds with respect to Rk; that is the set n co lf/o (z,,, u, V) 

ll E U 

contains an interior point with respect to Rk. This however would not make the 
condition (F) more general since the following: 

Proposition 2.2. If there exists a k-dimensional subspace I, k~2, orthogonal to M 
such that the mapping nr Fv_ 1 (t, z, u, v) can be represented in the form (2.4) in 
such a way that (r) and (i) hold then there exists a two-dimensional subspace L 
orthogonal to M such that the mapping nL FP _1 (t, z, u, v) has a representation 
of the form (2.4) which satisfies (r) and (i). 
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Proof. Take the representation of the mapping nL Fp-t (t, z, u, v) and write 
H (t) in the form 

fll 0 

H (t) =A (t) B(t). 
0 tlk 

00 

We assume as before that B(t) =. J. Denote A- 1 (t)= 2 D1 t1
, C(t)= A- 1 (t)X 

00 i=O 

X D~ 1=I+ 2 C1 t1
• We have: 

i = 1 

p-1 

C(t) D0 nL Fp_ 1 (t, z, u, v) = .J; !JI; (z, u, v) t1 + 
i = O 

p-1 p-1 

+ C(t) D 0 }; rt. 1 (z, u, v) t1 + C (t) D 0 }; [J1 t
1 + R (tP) 

i=O i=O 

where lf/o (z, u, v) satisfies (i) with respect to Rk. Let n 2 denotes the orthogonal 
projection onto the subspace R 2 = {x E R" lx3 = ... =x =0}. We shall show that 
n2 D0 nL FP_ 1 (t, z, u, v) satisfies the condition (2.7) and hence has a representation 
of the form (2.6)in R 2 for which (i) and (r) hold. We can assume that rt.1 (z, u, v)=O, 

p-1 

[J1= 0, i=: O, ... , p - l , otherwise we consider n 2 (D0 nL Fv_ 1 (t, z , u, v) - D 0 2 rt.1 X 
p-1 

X(z, u, v) t 1 D 0 2 [J 1 t1
) . Therefore we have 

i = O 

Denote 

p-1 

.J; lf/;(z, u,v) t1+ R (tP) . 
i=O 

p-l 

D0 nL Fv- 1 (t, z, u, v) =}; g 1 (z, u, v) t1, 
i=O 

c~, 1' . . . , c~ , k 
C1= : 

c~, 1' . .. , ~ c!,k 

IV, = : 

c!, 2, . .. , ci, k 

, i=O, ... ,p-1, 

ct1 
-s,=: 

c!. 1 

i=l, ... ,p-1. 

i = O 

(2.11) 
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Then (2.11) gives for 1= 11 , m=12 -l1 the following equalities 

g;=O, i=O, ... ,l-l,gi=lfl~, ff?=O, 

i i-1 

ff?+i=-2; sjg;+i-j+ .2; wiff?+i-i' i=l, ... ,m-1, 
j=1 j=1 

(2.12) 

where g"-· is such that its first component is equal to lfl~· 

Similarily as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 we obtain from (2.12) that for 
some vectors al, ... ,am E Rk- 1 the following equalities hold: 

( 

m 

ff?+m=g*+ .2; iijgl+m-i: 
j= 1 

This implies that n2 D0 nz Fv_ 1 (t, z, u, v) satisfies the condition from Proposi
tion 2.1 , thus has a required representation. Denote K=n 2 D 0 nz. Take a non
-singular mapping B such that B (lm K)= (ker K).l where the latter denotes the 
orthogonal complement of the kernel of 1the mapping K. Next take a non-singular 
mapping B such that Bl(keri:) .l =(Bf(+~ker K).l)-

1 that is its restriction to (ker K).l is 
inverse to the restriction of BK. . Then BBK is the orthogonal projection of Rn onto 
the two-dimensional subspace L=(ker K).l which is orthogonal to M. Let lJ 
be an isometric mapping which maps L onto R2

• Take nL=BBBK. Then 
nLFv_ 1 X (t,z,u, v) has a required representation as KFv_dt,z,u,v) has it and 
EBB is a non-singular mapping from R2 into R2

• This completes the proof of Propo-
sition 2.2. , . , 

REMARK. The condition of evasion (F) is a generalization of the condition of evasion 
given in [2] for a linear game. It may not be immediately seen however, since they 
are formulated in different ways. There is considered in [2] the commutative ring 
of all locally integrable functions on the interval [0, +oo) with the multiplication 
defined as the convolution; that is 

t 

x(t)*y(t)= J x(t- -r) y(r) d-r, 
0 

t 

LetS denotes the function identically equal to one ; that is, s,:,x (t)= J x (-r) d-r. 
0 

The ring is extended to a ring in which the elementS has an inverse element S - 1 =D. 
There are defined next entire elements over the extended ring; that is, the elements 
of the form 
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t2 
where S*l1 +S2 *lz+ ... =A.1 +t-12 + 

21 
},3+··· is an entire function oft. All power~ 

here are understood in the se~s of the convolution, A; are so called constants 
of the ring and they are defined by A= Dd where A. is a real constant. Similarily 
there are defined entire matrices as H (S)=H0 + f£1 ,:,S+ H2 *S2 + ... , where H; 
are matrices of constant elements of the ring and then the determinant d~t H (S) 
which is defined in the ·usual formal way where multiplication is understood as the 
convolution. The part of the trajectory of the linear game i = Cz+ f(u, v) which 
depends on controls takes in terms of the enti~e elements the following form: 

It is projected into a k-dimensional subspace L orthogonal to M and the following 
representations are considered 

where {J(t)= i; {J, ~: is an entire function, H (S) is an entire k xk-matrix such 
* i=O l. 

that det H (S)~O. The latter implies that 

1 S 1'0 
H(S)=(A0 +A1 *S+ ... ) (B0 +B1 *S+ ... ) 

o stk , ,, .•. 

* .... * ..... where det A0 ~0, detB0 ~0, 11 , ... , lk are integers such that 0~/1 ~ ••. ~lk. Denote 
lk~p-1. The representation (2.13) gives a representation of the form (2.4) in the 
following way. (2.13) implies that 

-- --nL*f(u, v)+ nL C*f(u, v)*S+ ... + nL cv- 1*SP- 1*f(u, v)= 

+Bv-1*sv- 1) (lflo(u, v)+ ... +lflv-1 (u, v)*sv- 1)+fJ1 +/Jz':,S+ ... + 

+/Jv ._ l*sv- 1+R(SP) (2.14) 

where R (SP) is of the form R(SP)=SP*(rp (u, v)+. .. +S~ (/Jr (u, v)) for some r 
and some functions rp; (u, v). Two entire elements are equal i'r their corresponding 
coefficients are equal. We compare the coefficients of the both sides of (2.14) and . 
deduce that: 
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p-1 

X(!f10 (u,v)+!fl 1 (u,v) t+ ... +!flv - 1 (u, v) [P- 1+ .J; [J, ti+R(tP), 
i=O 

det A0 ~0, det B0 ~0 thus 

t 1
' 0 

H(t)=(Ao+A1 t + ... +Av-1 tP-l) (Bo+Bt t+ ... +Bv_ 1 rv- 1) 

0 tp-l 

is as it is required in (r). Therefore we have obtained a representation of the form 
(2.4). The game considered in [2] is described by a linear equation of higher order. 
However, it may by transformed to an equation of the first order in a higher dimension 
and if the condition of evasion holds for the equation of higher order than it holds 
also for the corresponding equation of the first order. Therefore our sufficient 
condition of evasion is a generalization of that from [2]. 

Acknowledgements. I wish to thank Professor Czeslaw Olech for his assistance and 
encouragement in doing tllis work. 
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Warunek wystarczaj~cy ucieczki w grze nieliniowej. Cz. 1. 

Rozpatrzono nieliniOW'! grce r6zniczkow'! ucieczki. Podano warunek, przy kt6rym dla ka:i:dego 
stanu pocZ'!tkowego gry mo:i:na skonstruowac strategice ucieczki, tzn. strategice zapewniaj'!q, ze 

trajektoria gry pozostanie .Przez caly czas poza pewn'! ustalon'! podprzestrzeni'! skonczon'!. Po
dany tu warunek wystarczaj'!CY dla ucieczki jest uog6lnieniem warunku z pracy (2]. 

,lJ;ocTaTH'IHoe y~JioBue y6eraHHH B HeJIHHeiiHoii· nrpe (qaCTL I) 

PaccMaTpKBaercH HemmeilliaH roa:$1jJepeHI:~nallbHaH nrpa y6eraHHH. llpe,n;CTaBneHo ycnoBHe 
npH KOTOpOM ,ll;Jll! Ka>K,Il;OrO Ha'iallbHOrO COCTOl!HHl! Hrp.bl MOlKHO IIOCTpOHT.b CTpaTermo y6eraHHl!, 

T.e. CTpaTermo o6ecrre'iHBaiOJJIYIO TO, 'iTO TpaeKTOpiiH Hrp.bl OCTaHeTCl! B Te'ieHHe Bcero BpeMeHII 
BHe HeKoToporo TepMKBallbHoro rro,n;rrpocTpaHCTBa. llpe,n;cTaBnermoe 3,n;ec.b ,n;ocTaTo'iHoe ycno

BHe y6eraHHH HBJIHeTCH o6o6~eHHeM ycrroBIIl! H3 [2]. 
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4. Nearly convex multifunctions 

by 

SZYMON DOLECKI 
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Institute of Mathematics, Warszawa 

We introduce a class of multifunctions for which the above approximation results 
yield especially important outcomes. 

Let X and Y be normed spac~s. We say that a multifunction r: Y-+ 2x is nearly 
convex that at (x0 , y 0 ), if firstly there is a ball B=B (x0 , e) x B (y0 , 1J) apd a family 
of convex, closed multifunction {A(x, y)}, (x, y) EB n G (r), Acx,y) : Y-+ 2x. (x, y) E 
E G(A(x,y)) such that there is p0 > 0 with A(x

0
,z)x:;t=0 .for XEB(x0 , p 0 ) and 

such that p < p 0 for each ( > 0 there is a neighbourhood W of (x0 , y0 ) so that 
for (x, y) E W 

(4.1) 

and secondly for each .9> 0 there are numbers r0 > 0, a > .9, e1 > 0, 1} 1 > 0, such that 
for all. (x, y) E G (r) n B 1 ( =B (x0 , e1) x B (y0 , r11)) and all r< r0 

B (r- 1 B (x, r), .9r )=>A(:.\l B (x, r) n B (y, ar) . (4.2) 

r is called almost convex, if the second condition is replaced by the weaker one: 
there are numbers r0 > 0, a.9> 0 such that for all (x, y) E G (F) n Bp (4.2) holds. 

In · both the above cases we shall call A(x, •l a derivative of r. 

4.1. REMARK. Rolewicz [29] introduces a notion of the image continuity. Let {Ct}teT- · 
_be a family of continuous linear operators, Ct: X-+ Y (X; Y are Banach spaces, 
Tis a metric space). We say that {Ct}teT is image continuous at t0 if there is a closed 
ball U such that for each (>0 there is a neighbourhood W of t0 such that fortE W 

(4.3) 

It is then natural to talk about the image lower (Hausdorff) semicontinuity if 
the first relation holds. 

2 
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, 
We observe that formula (4.1) generalizes this definition to arbitrary multi

functions (Ct in (4.3) defines the multifunction At y={x: Ct x=y}). 
Certainly, if {Ct} is continuous in the operator norm topology, then (4.3) is 

verified. 
In fact, on assuming the operator norm continuity 

dist(CtB(O, 1), ctoB(O, 1))~ sup II Ctx- Ctoxii = II Ct - Cto ll (4.4) 
11 xll <:; 1 

and setting U=B (0, 1) we obtain (4.3). 

4.2. Example. A closed convex multifunction is nearly convex at each (x0 , y0 ) E 
E G (!'). The family {I'}cx, z) EG(T) is its derivative. 

4.3. Example. Nearly convex multifunctions generalize a notion of continuously 
Frechet defferentiable mappings F: X~ Y, X, Y Banach spaces. To show this define 
Ty=F- 1 (y) and set Acx, F(x))Y={v: F(x) + F ' (x0 ) (v - x)=y}. Since the graph 
G(Acx,F(x))) is equal to (O, - F(x) + F'(x0 )x)+G(F'(x0 )) the continuity of·p 
around x 0 (4.1) around (x0 , F(x0 )) . 

Take an arbitrary .9> 0. Since the derivative F' ( ·) is continuous in a neigh
bourhood of x 0 (in the operator norm topology) there is e1 > 0 and r0 >0 such that 
for x E B (x0 , e1) and for v E B (x, r0 ) we have- in virtue of the mean value theorem 
(see Ioffe-Tikhomirov [17] p. 38) 

IIF(v)-F(x)-F' (xo) (v-x) li ~.9 ilv-x l l (4.5) 

or in terms of the Hausdorff distance 

(4.6) 
which implies (4.2). 

4.4. Example. A nearly convex multifunction may admit several derivatives. Consider 
again a continuously Frechet differentiable mapping F and its associated multi
function I'y=F- 1 (y). Now letA(x,F(x))Y={v:F(x)+F'(x)(v-x)=y}. From the 
assumptions that F' ( ·) is continuous in the operator norm topology it follows that 
(Kato [45] p. 258) it is continuous in the sense of the following metric J (defined 
on the set of subspaces of Xx Y). Let M, N be subspaces of X x Y. Put d (M, N)= 
= sup dist (u, SN), where SM and SN are unit spheres in M and N respectively. 

UESM 

Set J (M, N)=max ( d (M, N), d (N, M)). This is equivalent to Hau~dorff metric 
restricted to the unit ball provided that the sets involved are subspaces. Thus (4.1) 
holds. 

The mean value theorem gives now a formula similar to (4.5): for each .9>0 
there are e1 >0 and r0 > 0 so that for x EB (x0 , e1 ) and wEB (x, r0 ) 

IIF(w)-F(x)-F' (x) (w-x)! J~,9. llw-xll 

which implies (4.6) and (4.2). 

(4.7) 
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4.5. Example. Let F be continuously Frechet differentiable at x 0 and let GcX 
and Kc Y be closed convex sets. The multifunction r, Fy={x E G: F (x) E y+K} 
is nearly convex at (xo. Yo) for Yo E r- 1 Xo=F(xo)-K. 

For any y EF(x) - K define A(x,y) z= {v E G: F(x)+ F' (x0) (v-x) E z+ K}. (4.1) 
follows as in Example 4.3. 

The checking of (4.2) goes very much the same as in Evample 4.3 starting by 
formula (4.5). For vEB(x,r0)nG, A(~.\)v=F(x)+F'(x0)(v-x)+K and Fv= 
= F(v)+K, hence (4.6)- and consequently (4.2) are valid. 

5. Semicontinuity of nearly convex multifunctions 

Let us begin by an auxiliary result 

5.1. LEMMA. Let X and Y be normed spaces and let T be a topological space. We 
are given a family {A (t)},Er of closed convex multifunctions: A (t): Y~2x, such 
that there is p0 so that for 0< p < p0 for each ( > 0 we can find a neighbourhood W 
of t0 so that B(A(t)- 1 B(x0 ,p),()::::JA(t0 )-

1 B(x0 ,p). Suppose that there are 
t 0 ET, x 0 EX, y0 E Y and numbers r0 >0, s0 > 0 such that 

(5.1) 

Then for any s1 < s0 , r1 > r0 there are numbers s> O, 11>0 and a neighbourhood W 
of t0 , such that for t E < and for r< r1 

( 
rs1 ) A(t)- 1 B(x,r)::::JB y,G (5.2) 

for xEB(x0 ,s) and yEA(t)- 1 xnB(y0 ,17). 
Proof. Choose positive numbers s,17,( such that s1 +17+(<s0 and r0 +s<r1 • 

Let x EB (x0 , s), yE A (t)- 1 x nB (60 , 17). Then 

A(t)- 1 B(x, r0 +s)::::JA (t)- 1 B(x0 , r0 ). 

On the other hand, B(A(t)- 1 B(x0 ,r0 ), ()::::JA(t0)- 1 B(x0 ,r0 ), if r0 <p0 and 
for t E W, where W corresponds to (. Therefore, on using (5.1) we obtain 

A (t)- 1 B (x, r0 +s)+B (0, 0::::JY0 +B (0, s0 )::::J y+B (0, So -q). 

By the Radstrom cancellation theorem [53] 

A(t)- 1 B(x, r 0 +s)::::JB(y, s0 -q-() . 

Now let 0 ::;;A.::;; I. Because G (A (t)) is convex we have- (see Robinson [26]) 

A (t)- 1 B (x, A. (r0 +s)) =A (t)- 1 (.A. (B (x, r0 +s)+(l- A.) x)) ::::J 

::::JAA (t)- 1 B (x, r 0 +s)+(1-.A.) Y::::J 

::::JAB(y, so-q-0+(1-.A.).y=B (y, A. (so-q-0) (5.3) 

that is, for r<rt> A (t)- 1 B(x, r)::::JB(y, r so-q-( ) . 
r0 +s 
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We say that a multifunction r: Y --+2x is (locally) controllable at y0 , whenever y0 

is an interior point of r- 1 X. 

5.2. THEOREM. Let Y be Banach space, let r: Y -+2x be nearly convex at (x0 , y0 ) 

and let A(x, Y) be one of its derivatives. 

If A<xo,Yo) is locally controllable at y 0 , then ris J-u.H.s.c. linearly and unformly 
at (Xo, Yo). 

5.3. THEOREM. Let Y be Banach space and let r be a closed convex multifunction. 

If r is locally controllable at y0 , then it is locally u.H.s.c. at (x0 , y0 ) for each 
x 0 E Fy0 (linearly, uniformly with arbitrarily small balls taken for Q). 

5.4. REMARK. The former theorem shows how a relatively weak property of an 
approximating family A(x, Y) induces a much stronger property of the approximated 
multifunction. In the latter, the weak property of a multifunction implies another 
stronger property of that very same multifunction. Although the conclusion of the 
latter theorem is stronger than that of the former, Theorem 5.3. should be viewed 
as that special case, when a multifunction constitutes its own approximation. 

Proof of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. If a convex multifunction A is locally controllable 
at y 0 : A- 1 X::;,B(y0 , t), then in view of the Baire theorem (see for instance [41]) 
for each x 0 EAy0 there are numbers r 1 >0, s1 > 0 and B(y1 , s1)cB(y0 , t) such that 

A- 1 B (x0 , r 1 )::;,B (y1 , s1). B (2y0 -y1 , s1) is a subset of A- 1 X and the Baire theorem 

gives A- 1 B (x0 , r 2 )::;,B (y2 , s2) for some B (y 2 , s2 )cB (2y0 -y1 , s1). Using now the 

~onvexity of A we obtain that A - 1 B (x0 , r 0 )::;,B (y0 , s0 ) for some r 0 >0, s0 > 0. 

Therefore according to Lemma 5.1 the local controllability at y0 implies 

(5.4) 

where oc1 >0 is a universal constant for all _x E B (x0 , e1) and yE r- 1 x n B (y0 , 1]1) 

for some 0<s1 ~B and 0<771 ~11· 

Take a number 8 < oc1 . Since r is nearly convex there are r0 , e1 , 171 and oc > 8 
so that ( 4.2) is fulfilled and thus 

(5.5) 

for ~ny 8<81 <ocvoc1 • 

The assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are now satisfied witl:l. q (r)=(oc v oc1) r and 
[). 

w(r)=--
1
-r, so r is c5-u.H.s.c. uniformly at (x0 ,y0 ) at p(r)~(ocvoc1 - 81)r ocvoc1 • 

· and the proof of Theorem 5.2 is complete. · 

· Since Fy0 of Theorem 5.3 is convex, r is locally u.H.s.c. uniformly at (x0 , y 0 ) 

according to Theorem 2.13 and a rate p (r) may be taken less or equal to r • (oc v 
v oc1 - 8 1)/2. 
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5.5. THEOREM. -Let Y and X be Banach space. If the multifunction r is almost 
convex at (x0 , y 0 ) and if one of its derivatives Acx,z) verifies (5.4) so that 9<ct.1 

(8 occurs in formula (4.2)), then r is c5-u.H.s.c. at (x0 , y0 ) at linear rate. 

Proof is identical as the previous proof started from (5.4). 

5.6. Example. Theorem 5.3 generalizes Theorem 1 of Robinson [26]. The assumption 
that y 0 be a internal point of r- 1 X (i.e. such that for each hE Y there is 1\.0 >0 so 
that y 0 + },h E r- 1 X for 0~1\.~1\.0) easily implies that y 0 is an interior point, for 
r- 1 X is convex and Y is a Banach space. The conclusion of that theorem follows 
from Theorem 5.3 in view of Corollary 3.3. 

Theorem 2 of [26] is a special case of Corollary 3.3. formulated for convex 
closed multifunctions. 

The Robinson formula (used also in his other works) 

dist (x, Fy)~k dist (y, r- 1 x) (5.6) 

has the following meaning: B(Fy, kr)-:::>FB (y, r) for each r. Indeed dist (y, r- 1 x)<r 

is equivalent to B(y, r)nr- 1 x~0 or to xEFB(y, r) and dist (x, Ty)<kr means 
that x E B (Fy, kr ). Adding the condition of Theorem 2 of [26] that yE B (y0 , tJ) 
we get the c5-upper Hausdorff semicontinuity. We obtain the stronger local upper 
Hausdorff semicontinuity. A corollary of the Robinson theorems is the Bimach 
open mapping theorem. 

5.7. COROLLARY (Banach open mapping theorem) 

Let be F a linear continuous map of a Banach space X onto a Banach space Y. 

Then the multifunction f- 1
: Y ~2x is Hausdorff continuous. 

5.8. COROLLARY (Robinson [27]) 

Ler F be a continuously Frechet differentiable (at Xo) mapping from a Banach 
space· X to a Banach space Y, let C be closed and convex subset of X and let K be 
a closed convex cone of Y. If 

0 E Int {F(x 0 ) F' (x0).(C- x0)+ K} 

then is c5-u.H.s.c. at y 0 (E Fx0 + K). 

(5.7) 

Proof. See Example 4.5 and note that the condition (5.7) means that A is locally 
controllable at (x0 , Yo). 

5.9. CoROLLARY (Lusternik theorem [49], [17]) 

Let X, Y be Banach spaces, V a neighbourhood of x 0 and let F be a continuously 
Frechet differentiable at x 0 and F' (x0 ) X=Y. Then there are a neighbourhood 
vl c V, a number k and a mapping of ul to X: ~~x@ such that for all ~. E ul 

F (~+x (~))=F (x0), 

llx (~)ll~k IIF@-F(xo)ll. 
(5;8) 
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(Consequent'y the tangent space to {x: F(x)=F(x0 )} is equal to the kernel of 
F' (x0 )). 

Proof. The thesis may be reformulated: for any xE U1 , 

dist (x, F- 1 (F(x0)))"(k IIF(x)-F(x0)11 

which means the a-upper Hausdorff semicontinuity of rat (x0 , F(x0 )) (Example 
2.14). In view of Example 4.3 the multifunction F- 1 is nearly convex at (x0 , F(x0 )). 

The condition F' (x0 ) X= Y means that {F' (x0))- 1 is controllable, hence locally 
controllable and we are in the assumptions of Theorem 5.2. 

5.10. CoROLLARY. (Ioffe-Tikhomirov extension of the Lusternik theorem [17] p. 45) 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces, L a linear continuous operator: X-+ Y, F a map

ping of a neighbourhood U of x 0 to Y. 

Suppose that LX= Y and denote C (L)= Ill - 1 11, where I is the quotient mapping 
of L. Assume that there is a number <5>0 such that !5C(L)<1/2 and 

IIF(x)-F(v)-L (x-v) ll "(b llx-vll (5.9) 

for all x, v from U. Then there is a neighbourhood U1 and k > O and a mapping of 
U1 to X: ~-+x (~) such that (5.8) holds. 

Proof. We set Fy=F- 1 (y) and Acx,F (x)) y={v: F(x)+L (v-x)=y}. By the assump-
tions 

A(x!. F (xo)) B (x0 , r) =>B ( F (xo), C ~L)) 
and (5.9) yields (4.2) with 9=<5. If <5C(L)<1 then by Theorem 5.5 r is <5-u.H.s.c. 
at (x0 , y 0 ) and a linear rate may be chosen. This gives (5.8) in view of Example 2.14. 

5.11. THEOREM. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Consider a (Frechet) differentiable 
mapping F of X to Y such that the derivative F' ( ·) is locally Lipschitz continuous 
at x 0 (in the operator norm) and assume that F' (x0 ) X= Y. Then the multifunction 
F- 1 is locally u.H.s.c. at (x0 , F(x0 )) (uniformly, linearly and for arbitrarily small 
balls taken for Q). 

Proof. It is enough to show that M df F- 1 (F(x0 )) fulfils (2.4) of Theorem 2.12, 
because Theorem 5.2 may be used to obtain the !5-upper Hausdorff semicontinuity. 

Let c be the Lipschitz constant ofF' ( ·) and let k be the constant of q (r)=kr 
(in Theorem 5.2). 

1 
Take O<s< 

16
kc , such that F' ( ·) is Lipschitz continuous in B (x0 , 2e) and 

such that F- 1 is <5-u.H.s.c. at a rate kr at ( x, F (x) ). x E B (x0 , 2s ). 
1 

Suppose that x 1 E B (x0 , e) and also x 1 E B (M, r), where r"( 
8
kc+ 

1 
. Let 

Xz EM dt M nB (x0, e) satisfy llx1 -x2 ll "(dist (x1, M)+r2 and such that there is 
--

O<("(r such that B(x2 , ()cB(x0 , e). 
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The ten gent space x 2 + ker F' (x 2 ) to M at x 0 is denoted by L and by definition 

L = L n B (x2 , () . 

Let x 3 EL be such that l / x 1 -x&~dist (x1 , L)+ r2
• Let x4 EM fulfil / /x1 -x4 / / ~r. 

By the assumptions there is x 5 EL such that 

// x4-xs/ / ~k //F' (xz) X4 - F ' (x2 ) x 5 // = k //F' (xz) (x4-x2)// = 

=k // F(x4)- F(x2 )- F ' (xz) (x4-Xz) l l~ 

~k sup /IF' (x2 )-F' (z) l! llx4-Xz // ~ 

We have used the mean value theorem and the assumption of Lipschitz continuity 
ofF'(·). 

Let x 6 deno!e the point of intersection of [x1, x3] with {x: llx- x2 ll-(} and 
let x7 EL fulfil 

// X1 -Xs /1 

ll x1 -x311 

llx6-x7 11 

llx6-x311 · 
(5 .11) 

Observe that l/ x6 -x3 // ~dist (x6 , L)+r 2
• Therefore, in view of Theorem 2.13 --

applied to the convex setL and to the ballB(x2 , (),the ratio (5.11) is greater or 
equal to 2. 

In virtue of the Lusternik theorem 

dist (x3 , M)~k //F(x3 )- F(x2 )//=k // F(x 3 )-F(x2 )- F' (x2 ) (x3 - x 2 ) / / ~ 

~kc ·//x3 - x 2 W. (5.12) 

If each x 8 EM realizing these estimates lies outside B (x2 , (), we apply estimates 
of the type (5.12) to the point x 3 + kc // x 3 - x 2 // (x2 -x3 ) to be sure that there is 
x 8 E M such that 

(5.13) 

For brevity we introduce the notation s= //x 1 - x 2 //. In accordance to (5.10)
(5.13) we have 

s~ / /x1 -x3 //+ /lx3 -xs ll+ r 2 ~21 /x1 -Xs/1+(8kc+ 1) r 2 ~ 

~2 (1Jxl-x411 +11x4 -x5 11)+ (8kc+ I) r 2 ~ 

~2 (r + kc l/x4 - x2 JI2) + (8kc+ I) r 2
• (5.14) 

But llx4 -x2ll~ /lx4 -x1 // +l/x2 -x1 // ~r+s. Hence (5.14) becomes 

s~2r+2kc (r+ s)2 +(8kc+1) r 2 ~2r+4kcs2+(8kc+ 1) r 2 ~3r+1/2 s , (5.15) 

·o ~~6r. 

'Qh to express my appreciation to Professor S. Rolewicz for 
t helped to considerably improve the paper. 
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